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T he Physician Payments Sunshine Act requires public
reporting of payments to physicians by healthcare com-

panies.
1

In 2014, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Ser-
vices (CMS) Open Payments database documented over $3
billion in non-research payments from healthcare companies
to physicians.

2

However, Open Payments relies on company
reporting, and its breadth is limited to companies which man-
ufacture federally covered drugs, devices, or medical supplies.
While Open Payments marked the first mandatory public
reporting of payments specific to physicians, the Securities
Exchange Commission (SEC) requires companies to disclose
compensation paid to directors.

3

Prior research has shown that
academic physicians frequently receive significant compensa-
tion and stock for serving on company boards of directors.

4

Thus, physician-director relationships create a unique oppor-
tunity to compare two sets of disclosures—those to CMS and
those to the SEC.

METHODS

We conducted a cross-sectional analysis of payments
made by US healthcare companies to academic physi-
cians who served on boards of directors in 2014, com-
paring payments disclosed through definitive proxy
statements submitted to the SEC with payments
disclosed to Open Payments. Open Payments requires
companies to report all direct and indirect payments
(cash, stock, options, and in-kind services) for all activ-
ities not made in connection with a research agreement,
which may include directorships.

2

The SEC requires
reporting of all compensation paid for directorship, in-
cluding cash, stock, and option payments.

3

We examined
the boards of directors of companies listed on the New
York Stock Exchange or NASDAQ and included all
academic physician-directors who served the entirety of

2014. We used a previously published approach to iden-
tify academic directors in SEC disclosures.

4

We focused
on academic physicians given their unique duties in
education, clinical care, and research.

5

For each director
identified in SEC disclosures, we searched Open Pay-
ments by full name and state for all non-research com-
pensation and stock ownership from the company they
directed.

2

We compared the frequency and magnitude of
disclosures in the SEC and Open Payments databases in
2014.

RESULTS

In company disclosures to the SEC, we identified 145
academic physicians-directors, of whom 89 (61%)
served on companies which were not listed in the Open
Payments database. Of the remaining 56 physician-
directors from companies reporting to both Open Pay-
ments and the SEC, 36 (64%) had at least one payment
disclosed in the Open Payments database from the com-
pany on whose board they served, 11 (20%) had only
payments from other companies, and 10 (18%) had no
payments disclosed. Only 12 physician-directors (21%)
had ownership interests disclosed in Open Payments
(Table 1).
Of the 32 physician-directors with compensation

disclosed in both databases, the median compensation
disclosed to the SEC for board membership was greater
than all compensation disclosed in Open Payments,
which may include compensation beyond board mem-
bership ($236,077 vs $139,950). Magnitude of compen-
sation disclosed varied between sources, with greater
compensation more often disclosed to SEC than Open
Payments (Fig. 1). We were unable to compare magni-
tude of ownership interests, which are reported as shares
in SEC and estimated values in Open Payments.

DISCUSSION

The Open Payments program has yielded important in-
sights into financial relationships between physiciansPublished online June 12, 2018
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Table 1 Company-reported disclosures of payments to academic
physician-directors in the SEC and Open Payments, 2014

Reported to
SEC

Reported to
Open Payments

Physician-directors with any
disclosed financial relationship,
no. (%)*

56 (100%) 36 (64%)

Physician-directors with any
compensation disclosed, no.
(%)†

52 (93%) 35 (63%)

Physician-directors with any
ownership interest disclosed,
no. (%)‡

56 (100%) 12 (21%)

32 physician-directors with
compensation reported in both
databases, median (IQR) $

236,077
(163,711–
298,058)

139,950
(76,656–
249,554)

24 physician-directors with
compensation reported in SEC
database only, median (IQR) $

271,012
(213,255–
311,652)

0 (0–0)

Sum of disclosed compensation
to all physician-directors, $

17,476,520 9,633,481

SEC, Securities and Exchange Commission; IQR, interquartile range
*Financial relationship may include compensation (defined by SEC
disclosures as any fees earned or paid in cash, stock awards, option
awards or other payment and defined by Open Payments as payments or
other transfers of value not made in connection with a research
agreement) and/or ownership and investment interests held in the
company
†Compensation include all payments to the physician-director from the
company whose board they direct. SEC reporting includes solely
compensation for board membership while CMS Open Payments
reporting may include both compensation for board membership and
additional payments from the company for other services rendered by
the board member. Of the 35 physician-directors with compensation
listed in Open Payments, three were listed as receiving no compensation
SEC disclosures
‡Ownership interests include stocks and options of the company which
the physician-director is a board member. Ownership interests were
reported as shares in SEC and estimated values in Open Payments and
thus the magnitude could not be compared

Figure 1 Company-reported compensation to physician-directors to
the SEC and Open Payments databases, 2014. Note: SEC, Securities
and Exchange Commission. Each bar represents total compensation
to a single physician-director from the company whose board they
direct. Compensation is divided by magnitude of compensation

reported to the SEC, which reflects solely compensation for board
membership, and reported to the CMS Open Payments database,
which may include compensation for board membership and

additional payments from the company for other services rendered
by the board member. Bars in blue represent payments in the SEC
database that were not reported in Open Payments. Figure includes
the 56 directors at companies reporting to the Open Payments
database and excludes the additional 89 directors on healthcare
companies reporting to the SEC but which did not report any

payments to the Open Payments database. One director was listed
as receiving no compensation in either database.
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and industry.
6

However, our findings highlight two major
limitations of Open Payments which researchers and
policymakers should recognize. First, three-fifths of
physician-director relationships we identified involved
healthcare companies not listed in Open Payments. Many
companies are exempt from Open Payments reporting includ-
ing companies with only products in development or clinical
trials, companies which manufacture only non-prescription
products (such as supplements), and many healthcare services,
health insurance, and medical equipment companies. Howev-
er, financial relationships between exempt companies and
physicians may be significant and deserve the same level of
scrutiny as companies with marketed products, thus CMS
should consider required reporting for all healthcare
companies.
Second, we found large discrepancies in the magni-

tude of payments disclosed to the SEC and to Open
Payments, which point to the challenge of unverified
reporting but also to a lack of clarity of CMS reporting
expectations for board members. CMS should consider
revising requirements to mandate specific reporting of
physician-director relationships, given the financial mag-

nitude and unique conflicts of interest these relationships
pose.

5

To meet the Physician Payments Sunshine Act’s
goal of developing a greater understanding of financial
relationships in healthcare, continued improvement in
reporting mechanisms is crucial.
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